celebrate

MINI-MOONS

let’s go...
Whether you’re short on time or have time on your hands,
these mini-getaways are only a quick hop away.

The Escalante
A Naples Hideaway

290 5th Ave S., Naples, FL 34102 | 239.659.3466 | HotelEscalante.com

CUSTOM EVENTS FROM 2 TO 350

Collect your next “I remember when...”

THE COLLECTOR LUXURY INN AND GARDENS, ST. AUGUSTINE

Tucked into the heart of America’s oldest city, this jeweled gem embodies the St. Augustine experience.
Carefully curated rooms and grounds call to the art
lovers, the historians and the wanderers alike to unwind,
settle in and feel inspired. Unique and refreshing, this
innovative take on the luxury B & B is sure to become
your new classic.
thecollectorinn.com
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celebrate mini-moons

DOES IT GET ANY BETTER THAN THIS?
Aeriel view of Little Palm Island Resort and Spa
on Little Key; (below) enjoy your own waterfront cottage at ‘Tween Waters Inn Resort and
Spa on Captiva; (bottom, left) a round of golf at
The Gasparilla Inn & Club in Boca Grande has
panoramic views of Gasparilla Sound.

stylish resort is so secluded you can only get to it by sea
or sky.
Eco-elegant and luxurious, the Little Palm offers upscale
island bungalows in a panoramic tropical setting. Suit up
and head out! We’ve given you the key, now go unlock
the secret and escape to a place of magic, serenity and
privacy.
littlepalmisland.com

SUNSET KEY COTTAGES, SUNSET KEY

Put your feet in the sand, turn your face to the sun and
bask in Old Florida hospitality.
AZUL DEL MAR, KEY LARGO

Shhh, this best kept secret is not suitable for children.
We hunted and found the must visit place to escape the
world and drift into sunset skies. Tucked away in a hidden nook, this small, romantic, adult-only resort relaxes
amidst silent shady trees and the tropical blues of the bay.
azulkeylargo.com

Luxury in the Palm of your hand…
LITTLE PALM ISLAND RESORT AND SPA, LITTLE KEY

Be sure to bring your flippers or your wings—this
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In between then and now…
‘TWEEN WATERS INN RESORT AND SPA, CAPTIVA

A modern vision of an historic space, the ’Tween Waters
straddles the best of both worlds.

You deserve your moment in the sun…

Beat the too-busy blues…

located right on the beach, and just minutes from all of
Naples’ famous shopping and dining, you can play in
town or stay on the shore (or both!).
edgewaternaples.com

With Victorian cottages and frangipani scented gardens,
this Key West-styled resort shows you how to unwind
in style. Whether you spa, sail or sit, we know you will
simply delight in living the island life for a few moments
out of time.
sunsetkeycottages.com

On the Edge of Naples’ living…
EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL, NAPLES

Stay in or head out, this iconic hotel captures the Neapolitan spirit.
Drenched in classic style and exquisite service, the Edgewater is one of our favorite local landmarks. Because it’s

You know you want to get cozy in one of those lovely
historical cottages on the sugar sand beaches of Captiva Island. Host to many famous visitors, those “in the
know” stay here to capture the essence of the sea—and
maybe one or two of our famous shells!
tween-waters.com

Catch your breath…
GASPARILLA INN & CLUB, BOCA GRANDE

For those who prefer a vacation on the go, go, go, does
it get any better than this? Tennis, golf, sailing, fishing,
croquet, wine weekends, beer tastings, holiday cheer,
BBQ and bourbon events… should we go on? Or are
you convinced that this all-in-one luxury destination is
meant for you? That’s what we thought.
the-gasparilla-inn.com •
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